Kurslitteratur – VT2020
Literature, spring term 2020

Avancerad nivå/Advanced level

**NEKN33 Applied Microeconometrics**

Supplementary material

**NEKN34 Time Series Analysis**

Supplementary material

**NEKN66 Advanced Labour Economics**
A set of articles

Supplementary material

**NEKN72 Advanced Trade Theory**

Supplementary material

**NEKN74 The Chinese Economy**
A set of articles

**NEKN75 Institutions, Markets and Growth in a Chinese Context**

Supplementary material
**NEKN83 Financial Valuation and Risk Management**


Supplementary material

**NEKN95 Managerial Finance**

Supplementary material

**NEKP22 Microeconomics – Strategic Interaction**

Supplementary material

**NEKP41 Economic Growth, Advanced Course**

Supplementary material